A directory is a mapping from names to values. Directories include systems like DNS, a hierarchical distributed naming system for resources connected to the Internet. DNS associates addresses with domain names assigned to each of the participating entities. We present here the Secure and Trustable Directory pattern, which includes protection against availability and integrity attacks and can authenticate the origin of messages. This pattern is an abstraction of the Internet DNS as well as other directories.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet, and related network services, rely on the ability of users to find and retrieve information from directories. The information in these directories must be reliably correct and always available. For efficiency, scalability, and reliability, such directories are often distributed, consisting of multiple nodes, all or some of which may be replicated. The Domain Name System (DNS) is a well-known example of a distributed directory. DNS is a hierarchical distributed naming system for resources connected to the Internet. It associates addresses (system names) with domain names (user names) assigned to the resources. Because of its importance, it has become a potential target for terrorists and governments. Several attacks have already happened, e.g., the Syrian Electronic Army, a pro-Assad group, altered the DNS records used by the New York Times, Twitter, and the Huffington Post [Rag13].

A directory is more general than a naming system, it is a mapping between names and values. It allows the lookup of named values, similar to a dictionary, and the values can be descriptions of the entity or resource corresponding to the name, define rights to access the entity, or other attributes.

We present here a pattern for secure and trustable distributed name systems, incorporating security patterns for the protection of systems like DNS. We describe the pattern using a modified POSA template [Bus96] and our intended audience includes web and cloud architects, system designers, and application developers. This pattern will be added to a catalog of security patterns [Fer13]. While the pattern is described in terms of DNS, because of that system's likely familiarity to the reader, it has, of course, value on its own for systems needing to provide reliable information.
2. SECURE AND TRUSTABLE DISTRIBUTED NAME SYSTEM (STDNS)

Intent

A Secure and Trustable Distributed Name System (STDNS) is a hierarchical distributed naming system for resources connected to the Internet or to a large distributed system. It associates network addresses with names assigned to the participating entities. It includes protection against availability and integrity attacks and can authenticate the origin of messages.

Example

A cloud service provider did not have any protection for its Internet DNS and it became the target of numerous attacks against its customers who had their requests hijacked to wrong addresses or could not reach the sites they wanted. Its reputation suffered significantly and lost many customers.

Context

Web-based computing systems and other distributed systems using the Internet or other protocols for communication.

The Internet DNS infrastructure is made up of computing and communication entities that are geographically distributed throughout the world. There are more than 250 top-level domains, such as .org and .com, and several million second-level domains, such as nsf.gov and ietf.org. Accordingly, there are many name servers in the DNS infrastructure, each containing information about a small portion of the domain name space. The domain name data provided by DNS is intended to be available to any computer located anywhere in the Internet. There are no well-defined system boundaries—participating entities are not subject to geographic or topologic confinement rules. Every domain has a Domain Authority, from which users buy domain names. The domain registrar publishes lookup information for the domain it has registered with a Master Domain Authority for the domain zone of the domain and stores the Resource Record in its database.

Problem

The DNS is a fundamental element in the Internet and a target of great interest for attackers of all kinds because of its importance and its lack of protection. Because DNS data is meant to be public, preserving the confidentiality of DNS data pertaining to publicly accessible IT resources is not a concern [Cha3]. The primary security goals for DNS are data integrity and source authentication, which are needed to ensure the authenticity of domain name information and to maintain the integrity of domain name information in transit [DNSS, Rag13]. Availability of DNS services and data is also very important; DNS components are often subjected to denial-of-service attacks intended to disrupt access to the resources whose domain names are handled by the attacked DNS components. Its mapping data can also be attacked.

Because of these characteristics, conventional network-level attacks such as masquerading and message tampering, as well as violations of the integrity of the hosted and disseminated data, have a completely different set of functional impacts [Cha13], as follows:

- An impostor that spoofs the identity of a DNS node can deny access to services for the set of Internet resources for which the node is supposed to provide information (i.e., domains served by the node).

- Domain information spoofing can redirect all incoming traffic for a domain to a server of the attacker’s choosing. This enables an attacker to launch additional attacks, or collect traffic logs that contain sensitive information [Rag13].

- The attacker can capture all inbound email for a domain [Rag13]. This attack also allows the attackers to send their own email using the victim organization’s domain and take advantage of its reputation.
• Bogus DNS information provided by an attacker can poison the information cache of other DNS nodes providing that subset of DNS information, resulting in a denial of service to the resources serviced by it.

• Violation of the integrity of DNS information resident on its authoritative source or the information cache of an intermediary that has accumulated information from several historical queries may break the chained information retrieval process of DNS. This could result in either a denial of service for the DNS name resolution function or misdirection of users to a harmful site.

The solution to this problem is constrained by the following forces:

• Defenses to known attacks—we need to control all the attacks shown in the Problem section.

• Defense method independence—we should be able to tailor the type or level of security if there are new attacks.

• Policy tailoring—we need to adjust the policies to fit different customers.

• Rule maintenance—it should be easy to adapt to new security policies.

• Compatibility—the introduction of new policies should not adversely affect the use of services which are not yet supporting those new policies.

• Scalability—if the number of customers increases we will have a consequent increase in the number of rules which will make the situation even more confusing and may lead to errors by the administrators. We should avoid this situation.

Solution

• Protect DNS transactions such as update of DNS name resolution data and data replication that involve DNS nodes within an enterprise’s control. The transactions should be protected using hash-based message authentication codes based on shared secrets.

• Protect query/response transactions that could involve any DNS node in the global Internet using digital signatures based on asymmetric cryptography.

• Use Access Control Lists (ACLs) to allow only authenticated and authorized components to connect to their networks.

The solution in this pattern uses a combination of the security defenses of the IETF Secure Inter-Domain Routing Working Group, based on a Resource PKI approach for authentication (DNSSEC) and cloud providers who use ACLs to protect DNSs in their systems.

DNSSEC uses PKI digital signatures. The correct DNSKEY record is authenticated via a chain of trust starting with a set of verified public keys for the DNS root zone. Each DNS domain authority has a key signing key signed by a DNS domain authority higher in the DNS chain. Domain owners generate their own keys, and upload them using their DNS control panel at their domain-name registrar, which in turn pushes the keys via DNS to the zone operator (e.g.: Verisign for .com) who signs them with its domain key signing key, and publishes them in DNS.

Structure

Figure 1 shows the class diagram of this pattern. The DNS manages Name Resolution Data, which is protected from modification using Role-Based Control (the data is public for reading). Two types of transactions can be performed. Query Transactions require Digital Signature protection while DNS Transactions require Hash-Based Authentication. Users can perform any of these transactions.
Dynamics
Figure 2 shows the message sequence in the Use Case corresponding to a DNS Query Transaction. A user sends a URL to the DNS which translates it to an IP address. This address is signed for authentication and returned to the user.

![Class diagram of the SDNS pattern](image)

Implementation

The Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) is a suite of IETF specifications for securing certain kinds of information provided by the DNS as used on IP networks [DNSSEC, Dom]. It is a set of extensions to DNS which provide to DNS clients (resolvers) origin authentication of DNS data, authenticated denial of existence, DNS data integrity, and means for public key distribution, but not availability or confidentiality.

DNSSEC uses PKI digital signatures. The correct DNSKEY record is authenticated via a chain of trust starting with a set of verified public keys for the DNS root zone. Each DNS domain authority has a key signing key signed by a DNS domain authority higher in the DNS chain. Domain owners generate their own keys, and upload them using their DNS control panel at their domain-name registrar, which in turn pushes the keys via DNS to the zone operator (e.g.: Verisign for .com) who signs them with its domain key signing key, and publishes them in DNS.

Protecting IP addresses is the immediate concern for many users, but DNSSEC can protect any data published in the DNS, including text records (TXT) and mail exchange records (MX), and can be used to bootstrap other security systems that publish references to cryptographic certificates stored in the DNS.
DNSSEC responses are authenticated but not encrypted. DNSSEC does not protect against DoS attacks directly, though it indirectly provides some benefit (because signature checking allows the use of alternate potentially untrustworthy parties).

The data in DNS is organized in a tree structure with a designated authoritative service for each node (zone) in the tree (but not the leaves). The authoritative service is easily identified, as is the chain of authentication going back to the root zone, for their keys. The public key used to verify the signature is available in a DNSKEY record for that authoritative zone service. Keys in a chain are authenticated by finding a DS record of the key from its authoritative parent, signed by the private key of that parent. In this way, the chain can be followed back to the Root (or to a “Trusted Anchor” higher in the tree which is already known and verified by the resolver.). This operation can be recursive or using stubs.

To simplify key update, key signing keys and zone signing keys are separate. The authoritative service signs its own zone signing keys with its key signing key. In that way, it can update its zone key and signatures more frequently without the involvement of its parent. During a transition period, pending parent and trusted anchor updates, two Signatures may be presented for old and new keys.

In general, the information should have an easily reproducible ordering in order to sign and verify gaps where records don't exist, as well as signing actual records. (This ordering can be based on one-way hashing to avoid it being used for the discovery of directory entries unknown to the user.)

Known uses

- VMWare [VMw11] and Rackspace [Rac] use ACLs in their cloud DNSs.
- It is possible to use a discretionary access control list (DACL) in Windows Server 2012 to control the permissions for the Active Directory users and groups that may control the DNS zones [Mic12]
• Infoblox has a product, Trinzic DDI, that integrates DNS, DHCP, and IP Address management [Inf14].

• Early adopters of DNSSEC include Brazil (.br), Bulgaria (.bg), Czech Republic (.cz), Puerto Rico (.pr) and Sweden (.se), who use DNSSEC for their country code top-level domains. Several ISPs have started to deploy DNSSEC-validating DNS recursive resolvers. Comcast became the first major ISP to do so in the United States, completing deployment on January 11, 2012.

• Spring provides a uniform name service for an open-ended collection of object types [Rad94]. Authentication and access control of objects can be done through the directory.

Example resolved

The cloud SP is now using a Secure and Trustable Name System and the attacks mentioned earlier cannot happen, except perhaps DDoS, which can be mitigated through redundant servers.

Consequences

Some advantages are:

Defenses to attacks—we have defenses for all the identified attacks in the Problem section, which can prevent or mitigate most of them. In particular, node spoofing can be eliminated using authentication, and cache poisoning can be controlled using authorization through ACLs.

Defense method independence—we could use different signature or hashing approaches or even other type of defenses because the security mechanisms are separated from the DNS main functions.

Tailoring—we can tailor the access control rules to fit precisely the needs of each customer.

Rule maintenance—to adapt to new policies we only need to add or modify some rules.

Compatibility—the introduction of new policies does not affect the use of services which are not yet supporting those new policies.

Scalability—if the number of customers increases we can just increase the Name Resolution Data or add new levels of indexing.

Liabilities include:

• Reduces speed and requires costly changes to the systems that use the current approach.
• The need to design a backward-compatible standard.
• Deployment of implementations across a wide variety of DNS servers and resolvers (clients)
• Overcoming the perceived complexity of SDNS and its deployment
• It does not protect information about which records are being sought by the client (no privacy protection).

Related patterns

Digital Signature with Hashing allows a principal to prove that a message was originated from it. It also provides message integrity by indicating whether a message was altered during transmission [Fer13, Has09].

The Access Control List pattern allows control access to objects by indicating which subjects can access an object and in what way. There is usually an ACL associated with each object.

The paper [Ate01] discusses a specific aspect of DNS.
CONCLUSIONS

This pattern describes how to secure a fundamental unit of the Internet. Like all patterns, its validation will happen when designers use it in their systems. Several countries and vendors are already using a variety of a reinforced DNS. As indicated, this pattern is an abstraction of a Secure DNS and similar systems showing what kinds of defenses should be in place.
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